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1.0 IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
 
This manual is designed for use by authorized service technicians who have completed a 
training course in TUSA regulator repair. This manual is intended for use only in connection with 
the TUSA Regulator Repair course as prescribed by Tabata Co., Ltd and is not meant for 
general distribution. Accordingly, Tabata Co., Ltd makes no representations or warranties of any 
kind concerning the techniques or procedures contained within this manual. It is assumed the 
authorized service personnel repairing and servicing regulators have average mechanical 
ability, a good understanding of the operation of SCUBA regulators and adequate diving 
experience. 
 
This manual is not intended for use by divers in overhauling or attempted repair of regulators in 
the field. Such practice by untrained persons is strongly discouraged and should be attempted 
only by trained personnel when absolutely necessary. 
 
Tabata Co. Ltd 2008 Copyright. 
 
All rights reserved. The content of this manual constitutes the confidential information of Tabata 
Co., Ltd. Its receipt or possession does not convey any right to reproduce all or any portion or 
specification hereof, without the expressed written consent of Tabata Co., Ltd. All publisher 
rights under the copyright law will be strictly enforced. 

 
 
 2.0      LUBRICANTS AND SEALANTS 
 

This regulator is approved for a food grade (pure) type silicone grease or perfluorinated 
polyether grease (CHRISTO-LUBE MCG 111, DC111) lubricant only. 
  
NOTE: CHRISTO-LUBE must be used for any type of Enriched Air Diving. TUSA 
regulators should not be used with air mixtures containing more than 40% O2 (oxygen). 
 
When using a thread-locking compound we recommend Loctite No. 243, 272 or 4013 medical. 
Sources for these compounds may be obtained from your TUSA factory service center. 
See Figure 1.a 
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2.1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM R1000 
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2.2 SCHEMATIC PARTS LIST R1000 
 
 
 

ITEM 
No. 

DESCRIPTION  Part No. 
TORQUE 

N･m 

1  DECAL  R1000‐010    

2  YOKE SCREW  R700‐020    

3  YOKE 9/16"  R700‐030    

4  RETAINER  R400‐040    

5  FILTER  R400‐050    

6  YOKE RETAIN  R400‐060  （30N・ｍ） 

7  O‐RING  111‐PUR85    

8  FILTER RET. 300bar  R400‐080  （4N・ｍ） 

9  SPRING  R400‐090    

10  KNOB RET. 300bar  R400‐100  （30N・ｍ） 

11  KNOB. 300bar  R400‐110    

12  O‐RING  014‐EP85    

13  SADDLE  R1000‐020    

14  O‐RING  011‐NIR90    

15  INLET PROTECT. INT  R400‐150    

16  INLET PROTECT. DIN  R400‐160    

17  DIAPHR. HOLDER  R1000‐030  （35N・ｍ） 

18  BUMPER  R1000‐040    

19  SPRING SCREW  R400‐190    

20  SPRING T.I.S.  R400‐200    

21  DIAPHR. DISC  R400‐210    

22  DIAPHR. RING  R400‐220    

23  DIAPHRAGM  R400‐230    

24  DECAL  R1000‐050    

25  DISC. MET.  R400‐250    

26  DIAPHR. PIN  R400‐260    

27  BODY  R700‐130    

28  PLUG H.P.  R400‐280  （5N・ｍ） 

29  ORIFICE  R700‐140    

30  H.P. VALVE  R700‐150    

31  SLEEVE  R700‐160    

32  SPRING  R400‐320    

33  WASHER CENTRING  R400‐330    

34  O‐RING  R700‐170    

35  RING  R400‐350    

36  O‐RING  012‐EP85    

37  BAL. CHAMBER  R700‐180    

38  WASHER  R700‐190    

39  O‐RING  010‐EP    

40  PLUG L.P.  R400‐400  （5N・ｍ） 

41  CUP  R700‐200    

42  BUMPER  R700‐280    

43  DISC  R400‐240    

44  HP VALVE COMPL  R700‐220    
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2.3 TOOLS REQUIRED 
 
The following tools are recommended for servicing the R1000 regulator. Open-ended wrenches, 
Allen keys, pliers, screwdrivers and a Vice are considered standard workshop tools and are not 
listed. All tools pictured below are available from local sources and Tabata except special tools. 
Special tools are designed exclusively for TUSA regulators; they are available from the TUSA 
Factory Service Departments only using the indicated item number.  

 
ITEM  DESCRIPTION        ITEM NO. 
 
1  HP/LP Brass Tightening Bar   MT1-4     
2  Mask/Multi tool                                    ST-004-89 
3  Double hook O-ring pick   D-HOOK-PICK   
4  3mm Orifice Driver               MT-3OD    

 5  Brass pick set (2 picks)   BRASSPICK     
 6  Torque wrench  
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2.4    TERMINOLOGY 
 

The following discussion will introduce the proper terminology to be used throughout the 
manual. To help establish efficient communications when reporting problems to the factory or 
discussions with the customer we recommend that you utilize these terms. Terms will be 
introduced in full text followed by the acronym or abbreviation in brackets. 
 
The R1000 Balanced Diaphragm First Stage is a First Stage scuba regulator valve. The 
regulator reduces high-pressure air from the scuba cylinder (supply pressure) to ambient 
pressure suitable breathing, through the operation of first and second stage regulators. The 
R1000 Balanced Diaphragm First Stage is a 3400 psi, 234 bar (3500 psi, 240 bar using a Din 
connection) scuba regulator valve. The regulator reduces high-pressure air from the scuba 
cylinder (supply pressure) to ambient pressure suitable breathing, through the operation of first 
and second stage regulators. The first stage regulator reduces incoming high-pressure (HP) air, 
to an intermediate pressure (IP) of approximately 135 to 145 pounds per square inch (PSI) or 
9.3 to 10 bar. A Yoke or DIN fitting on the first stage body secures the regulator to the cylinder 
valve, while an O-ring surrounding the outlet orifice on the cylinder valve ensures an airtight 
connection to the first stage. During servicing and overhaul, the term supply pressure is used to 
denote an air supply of high pressure between 2750 to 3250psi or 189 to 224 bar this also is 
stated as having a full tank. 

 
2.5     DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION  
 

High-pressure air entering the Yoke or Din retainer inlet port of the first stage regulator passes 
through a conical filter, which helps prevent the entry of any foreign particles. This airflow 
continues through the regulator body passages to the HP chamber where it flows down the 
center of the HP Poppet into the intermediate chamber (IP) and down the HP hose to the 
submergible pressure gauge (SPG). In the IP chamber the air expands resulting in a reduction 
of pressure. Airflow continues past the HP Poppet and Orifice, as long as the HP Poppet 
remains in an OPEN position. The Low Pressure hoses are attached to the body and guide 
airflow to the second stage regulators or buoyancy compensator inflator device. 
 
The forces that tend to maintain the HP Poppet in the OPEN position are (1) the force of the 
diaphragm spring and (2) the force produced by ambient water pressure acting on the back 
surface of the diaphragm. The force, which tends to move the HP Poppet to the CLOSED 
position is the pneumatic force produced by the intermediate pressure acting on the inside of 
the diaphragm. The regulator is designed so that the HP Poppet remains in the open position 
until the intermediate pressure approaches approximately 130 psi or 9 bar. When this 
intermediate pressure is achieved the force becomes great enough to overcome the force of the 
diaphragm spring and the ambient water pressure allowing the back-up spring to close the HP 
Poppet and move the valve into the CLOSED position sealing against the Orifice. 
 
The valve will remain in the CLOSED position until the intermediate pressure in the LP hose is 
lowered by the actuation of the demand lever in the second stage regulator during inhalation. 
This lowering reduces the pneumatic force acting against the back of the diaphragm. The 
combined force of the diaphragm spring and the ambient water pressure then move the 
Diaphragm Pin which will move the HP Poppet to the OPEN position allowing high pressure air 
to flow into the LP chamber again. The TUSA R1000 offers a first stage with the balanced 
diaphragm method. This method features minimum variation in intermediate pressure in 
response to changes in residual cylinder pressure and depth.  
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3.0 GENERAL CARE GUIDELINES 
TUSA recommends to all Authorized Dealers that they take individual time with each customer 
to explain and demonstrate the following simple steps for care and maintenance of the 
regulator. This will help to ensure the following goals: 

 Personalized contact with the customer insuring satisfaction. 
 Help to insure long life of the new purchase through maintenance. 
 Communication of findings during tuning or overhaul service. 
 Help prevent problems described if these steps are not taken. 

1. After exiting the water and with the cylinder valve still on, purge air through the second stage to 
help blow out the remaining water. 

2. Close the cylinder valve and purge the remaining pressure from the regulator. Loosen the yoke 
knob or DIN fitting and remove the first stage from the cylinder valve. Using a clean and dry 
towel, dry the dust cap thoroughly. Do not attempt to dry dust cap with air from your scuba 
cylinder. This may force moisture into the first stage through the filter area. Immediately place 
the dry dust cap over the filter and tighten the yoke knob or DIN cap to prevent moisture from 
entering the first stage. The filter is a stainless steel component whose mesh structure creates a 
large filtration area allowing for efficient air filtration with low-pressure drop. This large area 
makes the filter susceptible to corrosion by trapping tiny droplets of water within its mesh. 

3. Prior to rinsing the regulator insure the dust cap is snug and sealing the filter area of the 
regulator. Take care with the second stage, ensure the purge is not activated which will prevent 
water from entering into the hose and first stage. 

4. Using either of the following cleaning methods when necessary. (1) A stream of fresh water from 
a hose or tap should be directed around and especially into the ambient pressure ports. Flush 
salt water from the piston spring area preventing corrosion and minimize deposits. Direct fresh 
water into the mouthpiece of the second stage to flush the internal components, diaphragm and 
exhaust valve area. The build up of mineral (salt) deposits will lead to premature wear of the O-
rings of the first stage and lead to a rough breathing second stage valve mechanism. (2) 
Immerse the regulator (make sure the dust cap is in place) into a bath of fresh water and agitate 
to insure good flushing. After immersion, utilize the rinse step above to flush all regulator 
components thoroughly. 

5. Before storing the regulator, hang it with the second stage down to insure drainage and ample 
time to completely dry all components. If a cylinder is available, it is suggested to install the 
regulator and purge air through the system to insure no water remains within the valve 
mechanism prior to storage. 

DO NOT expose the regulator to extreme heat or direct sunlight when not in use. Temperatures 
exceeding 180°F / 80°C for extended periods of time may cause permanent damage to some 
internal valve components leading to a lack of performance or failure. If you suspect your 
regulator has been exposed to excessive heat, please have it examined by your authorized 
TUSA service center. 

DO NOT leave the regulator pressurized or attached to a SCUBA cylinder for an extended 
period of time when not in use. 

DO NOT lift the SCUBA cylinder by using the regulator hoses or first stage as a handle. Always 
secure the cylinder to prevent it from tipping over and damaging the regulator while it is 
attached. 
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3.1 DETERMINING SERVICE INTERVALS  
 

TUSA recommends that the servicing of dive equipment be done on an annual basis or before 
any extended trip. Equipment being used for rental, training or any technical diving may require 
more frequent service intervals. Most components in a regulator have very high-expected 
usable life. However, it is very important to have all equipment inspected at an authorized TUSA 
service center. 
 
 

 
3.2 DETERMINING SERVICE APPLICATION 
 

As you can see it is important to determine your customers dive habits to determine the best 
possible recommendation for service. Other factors to consider include the exposure of the 
equipment, extent of user maintenance, experience and application from the user and future 
planned use of the equipment.  
 
 
(A) EXPOSURE OF EQUIPMENT 
Diving cold-water 4°C (40°F) or lower requires the regulator to be “Environmentally sealed” or 
protected from potential freezing and requires more frequent servicing (See section 7.3). 
Diving in low visibility or contaminated water requires more frequent servicing and overhaul to 
keep residue from building up inside the valve components. (See section 7.1) 
Diving in tropic salt-water environments tends to subject the regulator to constant moisture 
exposure and will lead to accelerated corrosion of regulator valve components. 
Diving with Enriched Air mixtures requires the regulator to be specially cleaned and lubricated. 
(See section 7.2) 

 
 

(B) USER MAINTENANCE 
A regulator that has been maintained correctly by the user will require fewer parts to replace 
worn or corroded components at time of overhaul. Poor user maintenance may indicate service 
or overhaul may be required sooner than normal to prevent failures. 

 
 

(C) EXPERIENCE AND APPLICATION 
Technical or extreme diving requires a regulator to be in top condition at all times. This may 
require more frequent overhauls and replacement of key O-rings and first stage spring to 
maximize reliability. 

 
 

(D) FUTURE APPLICATION 
A user planning an extended dive trip, training course or use for applications discussed above 
would benefit from an overhaul prior to the planned extended use to insure maximum 
performance and reliability. 
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4.0 INSPECTION TECHNIQUES 
 

We encourage the service technician to develop good habits and practice in inspection 
techniques during service and overhaul.  Observing the exterior condition of a regulator can 
offer clues on what may be found during overhaul. Finding sand or salt deposits on the exterior 
crevices between mating parts may indicate a regulator that is not properly maintained by the 
customer. One may almost certainly discover more sand or salt deposits inside the second 
stage case. In severe instances, a major overhaul and adjustment would probably take less time 
to accomplish than to attempt a light cleanup leading to marginal performance adjustment. 
Severe dings in the chrome plated brass body of the first stage or plastic case of the second 
stage may indicate gross negligence in handling the regulator. Further examination must 
proceed especially looking for small cracks or damage in the second stage body, LP hoses, 
yoke knobs etc. It is most important to look for cracks or damage near the external nut of the 
demand housing in the second stage case. Mishandling may lead to severe stress imparted into 
the LP hose resulting in cracks. Please refer to disassembly of the stages for further discussion. 

 
 
 

(A) O-RINGS 
 
O-rings are common off-the-shelf well-engineered reliable sealing devices. A few words about 
handling them are required. O-rings can be ordered in different sizes, rubber compounds and 
hardness (durometer). It is important not to substitute O-rings from other sources in replacing 
TUSA regulator seals. Use only factory-supplied O-rings. As part of the TUSA annual service 
policy it is recommended that all O-rings be replaced to maintain warranty. Further details are 
available from the factory distributor. Do not attempt to clean or lubricate O-rings outside of the 
recommendations in Section 5.1. 
 
 
(B) SEALING SURFACES 
 
All metal parts used in TUSA regulators are made of either a corrosion resistant stainless steel 
or chrome plated brass. Handle all metal components with care to avoid scratches, dings or 
dents. Some components such as the R1000 first stage have a purpose made orifice. This is the 
sealing surface of the HP Seat, a very unnoticeable scratch or ding on this surface may allow a 
high-pressure leak. The orifice cannot be repaired and thus becomes an expensive 
replacement, which could have been avoided by proper handling. Pay particular attention to the 
assembly of all components and which surfaces are used for sealing against O-rings, orifice and 
seats. Handle these surfaces with particular care to avoid scratches, dings or dents. 
 
 
 (C) HOSES AND RUBBER COMPONENTS 
 
The examination, care and handling of all rubber components are well documented throughout 
the TUSA Dealer Service Manual. Look for deterioration and cracking of rubber components 
resulting from age, misuse, or exposure to caustic cleaning compounds. Contact your factory 
representative should you have further questions.  
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4.1 TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDANCE 
 

Prior to troubleshooting the R1000 regulator we recommend you become familiar with the 
operation and design by reading Sections 2.0 and 5.0 through to 6.0. You will find that a good 
basis and understanding of the regulator function which will benefit your repair and servicing 
abilities. 
Attempt to duplicate the functional problem by doing an In-Water Test. A reported leak or bubble 
from the first stage or second stage may be traced to a specific O-ring much quicker with this 
method. 
Record your findings as you examine and test the regulator prior to and during the entire service 
and overhaul procedure. Record the customers’ name and date of last service, intermediate 
pressure before and after service, supply pressure during testing, unusual conditions or debris 
present, components and seals replaced during this service and any other pertinent information. 

 
4.2 TROUBLESHOOTING R1000 FIRST STAGE 

 
      SYMPTOM    CORRECTION 
 

1 Audible leak from ports or plugs 1 Tighten hose and plugs 

2 Audible leak from ports or plugs 2 Replace damaged O-rings  

3 Audible leak from ports or plugs 3 Check hose for damage, replace if necessary 

4 Audible leak from Lock Nut 4 Tighten lock nut  

5 Audible leak from Lock Nut 5 Inspect diaphragm, replace if necessary 

6 Audible leak from underneath saddle 6 Tighten Yoke Retainer 

7 Audible leak from underneath saddle 7 Tighten Dine Connector (Din Only) 

8 Audible leak from underneath saddle 8 Inspect O-ring, replace if necessary 

9 Audible leak from Balance Chamber 9 Tighten Balance Chamber Plug 

10 Audible leak from Balance Chamber 10 Inspect Balance Chamber Plug O-ring, Replace O-ring if 
necessary 

11 High IP (3000 psi supply) 11 Adjust IP Down (counter clockwise) 

12 Low IP (3000 psi supply) 12 Adjust IP Up (clockwise) 

13 Initial IP Creep  13 New seat: Cycle regulator 20-25 times 

14 IP Creep 14 Check HP Poppet, replace if necessary 

15 IP Creep 15 Check Orifice for debris, replace Orifice if damaged 

16 IP Creep 16 Replace Orifice O-ring 

17 IP Creep 17 Replace Balance Chamber inner O-ring 
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5.0 DISASSEMBLY PROCEDURE R1000 FIRST STAGE 
 

Prior to disassembly, record the results of the preliminary inspection, the in water test, and 
the first stage intermediate pressure. Remember to retain any O-rings, filters or other 
components that are to be replaced in case the customer requests to view the parts. For 
replacements, that were part of the Warranty scheme annual service, it is no longer 
necessary to return these parts to your TUSA factory distributor. Continue to return a copy of 
the service report to remain in the “Parts for Life” program (if applicable to your region). 

Remember to record your findings as you proceed to allow both a complete record of the 
overhaul and future reference for servicing. The words “replace for annual service.” will 
indicate all components to be handled in this manner. 

Read and understand the Troubleshooting Section 4.0 to gain a better idea of which internal 
parts may be worn, and to better advise your customer of the service that is required. Refer 
all item numbers (99) to the “schematic” view or exploded view for this regulator found in 
Section 2.1 and 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove all hoses and Port Plugs (28, 40) 
from First Stage Body (27). 

Inspect hoses for wear. Record findings, 
replace worn hoses if necessary. 

Remove all O-rings (39, 14) from Port 
Plugs and hose end. Keep O-rings in the 
“Parts Replaced” pile. 

 

Remove Yoke Knob (2) and Dust Cover 
(15). 

Check Yoke Knob (2) and Dust Cover 
(15) for any imperfections. Replace if 
necessary. 

NOTE  
 All replaced parts should be kept and shown to customer upon request.  *TUSA strongly recommends NOT giving 

customers new or used service parts. 

5.0.1    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.2    R1000 Disassembly 
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Thread an H.P. Tightening Bar into the 
H.P. Port of the First Stage Body (27). 

Place First Stage with Tightening Bar into 
a suitable vice with the Yoke (3) facing 
upright. 

Using a suitable Wrench, remove the 
Yoke Retainer (6) by un-threading the 
Yoke Retainer (6) counter clockwise. 

Remove Yoke (3) and Saddle (13). 

 

Remove the Filter (5) from Yoke Retainer 
(6) by removing the Retainer (4) using a 
brass O-ring pick. 

 

Remove Retainer O-ring (14) from the 
bottom side of Yoke Retainer (6). 

Rotate the First Stage in the vice so that 
the Balance Chamber (37) is facing 
upright. 

Remove the Balance Chamber (37) using 
a 6mm Allen Key by unthreading it 
counter-clockwise. 

Note: 
There will be a slight amount of spring 
tension on the Balance Chamber (37)  

5.0.3    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.4    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.5    R1000 Disassembly 
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Extract the H.P. Poppet (44), Pin (26), 
Bumper (42) and the Spring (32) by 
tipping First Stage Body (27) over. 

 

Remove the Balance Chamber O-rings 
(12, 36), Inner Body O-ring (34) and Ring 
(35) from the Balance Chamber (37). 

 

Rotate the First Stage in Vice so that the 
Bumper (18) is now facing upright. 

Remove the Bumper (18) with Brass Pick. 
Gently pry in an upward motion. 

Note: 
 You may soak the Bumper (18) in hot 
water if the Cap is not pliable. 

 

Remove the Spring Screw (19) using a 
6mm Allen Key. 

Remove the Diaphragm Holder (17). 

 

WARNING
Show caution when using an O-ring Pick while removing the inner Balance Chamber O-ring and Ring not to “SCAR” the 

inside of the Balance Chamber.  A damaged Balance Chamber cannot be repaired, it must be replaced. 

5.0.6    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.7    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.8    R1000 Disassembly 
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Remove the Washer (38), Spring T.I.S. 
(20), and Diaphragm Disc (21). 

Using an O-ring Pick, remove the 
Diaphragm Ring (22) and the Diaphragm 
(23) from the First Stage Body (27). 

Note: 
Show caution not to “scar” the First Stage 
Body (27) when removing the Diaphragm 
(23). 
 

Tilt the First Stage Body (27) over and 
remove the Disc (43) and the Metal Disc 
(25). 

Remove the First Stage Orifice (29) using 
the MT-3OD tool or a suitable dowel. 

Place the MT-3OD tool in the center hole 
of the Diaphragm side of the body. 
Catching the edge of the Orifice (29), 
gently push the Orifice (29) free of the 
First Stage Body (27). 

Remove the Orifice O-ring (14) from the 
Orifice (29). 

Inspect the Orifice for any damage or 
imperfections. 

 

5.0.9    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.10    R1000 Disassembly 

5.0.11   R1000 Disassembly 

This concludes the disassembly of the R1000 First Stage. 

WARNING
Failure to recognize or replace a damaged Orifice will lead to an unstable First Stage. 

 

 

Orifice crown 
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5.1 GENERAL CLEANING METHODS 
 

Authorized TUSA Service and Repair technicians shall heed all warnings on the service and 
cleaning of all plastic parts in order to prevent failures. The design and performance of 
regulators has advanced significantly within the past 10 years. Advances in materials have led 
to the use of engineered plastic polymers and thermoplastic resin alloys replacing traditional 
metal components. 
 
All metal parts used in TUSA regulators are made of either a corrosion resistant stainless steel 
or chrome plated brass. Handle all metal components with care to avoid scratches, dings or 
dents. 
 
We recommend using a mild yet effective cleaning solution for removing salt deposits, grease 
and dirt from all metal components. We recommend using a cleaning solution similar to Oakite 
#31 or VFC-23 and a small ultrasonic cleaner for most metal parts. You may substitute mild dish 
soap or diluted household grade of white distilled vinegar. 
 
Other exterior cleaning can be accomplished using isopropyl (alcohol) where required. Use only 
clean lint-free wipes and cotton applicators for all cleaning requirements. 
 
 
 

WARNING 
 
DO NOT use any hydrocarbon based cleaning solutions on any plastic or metal 
components of the regulator. Some spray-on products may contain hydrocarbon-based 
propellants, which may chemically attack or otherwise degrade some of the materials 
used in the manufacture of the regulator. 
 
 
DO NOT use any ARMOR-ALL or vinyl restoration type liquids in an attempt to improve 
the appearance of the regulator. 
 
 
DO NOT use silicone based liquids, grease or sprays on the exterior surfaces of the 
regulator in an attempt to restore appearance. 
 
 
DO NOT use any RTV silicone or silicone sealant type products to attempt repair on any 
regulator components. 
 
 
DO NOT attempt to clean any parts by poking sharp objects into holes. Failure to heed 
these warnings may lead to damage or failure of regulator components. 
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5.2 REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
 

The following repair and replacement schedule is recommended for the R1000 Balanced 
Diaphragm First Stage. TUSA recommends that all manufacturing specification are following 
when replacing soft seals and seat, also according to service use and cycle life of the regulator 
as discussed in Section 3.0 Annual service requires replacement of all item listed at a minimum 
of 1 year and 6 months or more for regulators in rental or commercial applications. 

 

                     RK-R1000 ANNUAL OVERHAUL REPAIR KIT FIRST STAGE 
 

No. Product Code Description Qty 

4 R-400-040 RETAINER 1 

5 R-400-050 FILTER 1 

7 111-PUR85 O-RING 1 

12 014-EP85 O-RING 2 

14 011-NIR90 O-RING 4 

23 R400-230 DIAPHRAGM 1 

34 R700-170 O-RING 1 

36 012-EP85 O-RING 1 

39 010-EP O-RING 4 

44 R700-220 HP POPPET  1 
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5.3  ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE R1000 FIRST STAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.2   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.3   R1000 Assembly 

Lightly lubricate a new Orifice O-ring (14) 
and place it on the Orifice (29). 

Gently place the Orifice (29) into the First 
Stage Body (27). 

Using a suitable dowel, gently push the 
Orifice (29) into the First Stage Body (27) 
until it “Pops” firmly in place.  

 

 

Place a new H.P. Poppet (44) on top of 
the Orifice (29) with the soft seating 
material making contact with the crown of 
the Orifice. 

Install the Spring (32) then the Washer 
(33) onto the Poppet (44). 

 

First - Carefully install the Ring (35) into 
the Balance Chamber (37).  

Second - Install the lightly lubricated Inner 
Body O-ring (34) into the Balance 
Chamber (37). 

NOTE: 
The Ring (35) sits below the O-ring (34). 

Lightly lubricate the outer Balance 
Chamber O-rings (36, 12) and place them 
on the Balance Chamber. 

NOTE 
Looking into the First Stage Body, you should see the crown of the Orifice facing upright. 

 

 

Orifice crown 
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5.3.4   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.5   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.6   R1000 Assembly 

Hold the Bumper (42) to the Body (27). 

Place the Balance Chamber (37) in to the 
First Stage Body. 

Tighten the Balance Chamber using a 
6mm Allen Key. 

Turn the First Stage Body (27) over and 
install the Diaphragm Pin (26). 

Install the Metal Disc (25) on top of the 
Diaphragm Pin (26). 

Install the Disc (43) on top of the Metal 
Disc (25). 

 

Install a new Diaphragm (23) over the top 
of the Disc (43). 

Be certain that the Diaphragm (23) sits 
below the threads of the First stage Body 
(27). 

Place Diaphragm Ring (22) on top of the 
Diaphragm (23). 

Use the TUSA Mask Tool (ST-004-89) to 
assist with installation. 

 

WARNING
Do not attempt to repair a damaged Diaphragm Pin (26). A damaged Diaphragm Pin (26) can lead to the First Stage 

seizing. Always replace the Diaphragm Pin (26) if you suspect damage. 
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5.3.7   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.8   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.9   R1000 Assembly 

Place the Diaphragm Disc (21) on top of 
the Diaphragm (23). Position the Spring 
(20) then Washer (38) on to Diaphragm 
Disc (21). 

Lightly lubricate the Threads of the 
Diaphragm Holder (17) and tighten to the 
First Stage Body (27). 

Tighten the Diaphragm Holder (17) to 
35N.m sealing the Diaphragm (23). 

 

Lightly lubricate the Spring Screw (19) 
and place it on top of the Spring (20) and 
Washer (38). 

Then thread the Spring Screw (19) 
clockwise, using a 6mm Allen Key until it 
just makes contact with the Spring (20) 
and Washer (38). 

 

Place a new Filter (5) into the Yoke 
Retainer (6).  

Install the Retainer (4) using a suitable 
dowel. 

Lightly lubricate the Yoke Retainer O-ring 
(14) and place on the bottom side of Yoke 
Retainer (6). 

 

 

 

NOTE 
Do not over-tighten the Spring Screw (19) at this point of assembly. Over-tightening the Spring Screw (19) may lead to 

an excessively high I.P. and may cause damage to the H.P. Poppet Seat when air is first supplied the First Stage. 
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* Refer to Section 6.1 for tuning and adjustment guidelines. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Place the Saddle (13) on the First Stage 
Body (27) followed by the Yoke (3). 

Install the assembled Yoke Retainer (6) 
through the Yoke (3) into the First Stage 
Body (27) tightening clockwise. 

Tighten the Yoke Retainer (6) to 30N.m 
using a suitable Torque Wrench. 

 

5.3.10   R1000 Assembly 

5.3.11   R1000 Assembly 

Install the Dust cover (15) to the Yoke (3). 

Generously lubricate the Yoke Screw (2) 
threads then tighten clockwise into the 
Yoke (3). 

You are now ready to set the First 
stage Intermediate Pressure (I.P.). 

This concludes the Assembly of the R1000 First Stage. 
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FIG 6-a

125psi 145psi 

6.0 R1000 FIRST STAGE TUNING 
 

Refer all item numbers (99) to the schematics view for this regulator found after Section 5.3 
 
Prior to tuning the R1000 Diaphragm first stage regulator, ensure that all cleaning, assembly 
and disassembly procedures have been followed closely. If the regulator is being tuned without 
previous disassembly, read Section 5.0 through 5.3 prior to tuning the regulator. It is most 
important to heed all notes, cautions and warnings found in Section 5 while performing tuning 
and adjustment. 
 
The intermediate pressure delivered by the Diaphragm design does vary slightly according to 
the supply (tank) pressure. Properly adjusted, the intermediate pressure should be within the 
135 to 145 psi or 9.3 to 10 bar range with a supply range of 2750-3250 psi or 189 to 224 bar. An 
example of normal variance due to supply pressure is illustrated as follows: An intermediate 
pressure of 140 psi at 3000 psi supply pressure will 
increase to 145 psi when the supply pressure 
correspondingly drops to approx’ 1500 psi, then drops 
back to 140 psi by the time the tank supply is below 
1000 psi. Insure that the supply pressure is 
maintained through all tuning and testing procedures.  
 
See Figure 6-a. The Intermediate pressure should 
never drop below 125 psi, testing at 300 psi is 
therefore recommended. 
 
The load placed upon the diaphragm plus ambient 
pressure controls the intermediate pressure. The 
intermediate can be dialed using a 6mm Allen key 
inserted into the spring controller. If the spring 
controller is turned counter-clockwise the intermediate 
pressure will decrease, if the spring controller is 
turned clockwise the intermediate pressure will 
increase. 

 
 
 
 
1. Apply a 2750-3250 psi air supply to the first stage. Once the intermediate pressure has been set 

at 145 psi or 10 bar, continue to bed new components for 30-60 cycles. After proper bedding in 
of the HP seat the IP will drop to 140 psi or 9.7 bar. 

 
2. Perform an in water leak test and record all finding, retest finished regulator with all second 

stage completely serviced and tuned record final IP setting. 
 

 
This concludes the tuning & adjustment of the TUSA R1000 Diaphragm First Stage. 
Please refer to the Section 4.2 for troubleshooting. 
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6.1 TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS  
 

The following specifications are to meet upon assembly of the R1000 Diaphragm First Stage. 
Make certain you verify your torque wrench is calibrated. 

 
Torque and Pressure conversions: 
Intermediate pressure  1.0 kg/cm2 = 14.7 PSI  = 1 bar  
Ambient pressure   2 bar   = 29 PSI  = 10msw 
Tank pressure   3000 psi  = 20685 kPa =  207 bar 
Movement of force   10.2 kgf cm = 1 Nm  
Movement of force  1 Nm  = 8.85 Ib in = 0.7375 Ib ft 
Magnehelic pressure  1 inch  = 25.4mm  = 0.249kPA 

 
          

7.0  PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The performance specifications for the R1000 Diaphragm First Stage regulator are listed as follows and 
are subjected to change without notice:  

 
Weight:  First stage (w/o hose)  25oz.     708grams 
    

    
Working Pressure First Stage: 

   K valve -  3400 psi             234 bar. 
Din valve -  3500 psi. 240 bar 

 
Intermediate Pressure: 

   135-145 psi or 9.3 – 10 bar over ambient pressure (after in bedding) 
NB: Intermediate pressure should not fall below 125 psi with a supply pressure between 
300-500 psi. 

 
 

7.1 CONTAMINATED WATER DIVING 
Sophisticated diving gear designed for use in contaminated water provides constant positive 
pressure inside the regulator case and utilizes redundant exhaust valve passages. TUSA 
regulators are not designed to provide these requirements and therefore are not recommended 
for use in contaminated water diving. Please refer to the user manual for more details. 

7.2 ENHANCED AIR MIXTURES & APPROVED MODIFICATIONS 
DO NOT use this equipment in an Overhead Environment or Technical Diving without first 
obtaining proper training and certification. We encourage you to consult the proper training 
agencies to obtain instruction and certification on the use and modification of regulator 
equipment for such activities. Please refer to the user manual for more details. 

7.3 COLD WATER DIVING 
DO NOT use this equipment when diving in water temperatures less than 40 degrees F (4.0°C). 
It is recommended that you use a cold-water conversion kit with any temperatures below 10°C. 
Please refer to the user manual for more details. 
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8.0 CONTACT DETAILS 
 
 
 

Tabata, Co. Worldwide contact details 
 
 

TABATA CO., LTD. JAPAN 
1-3-17, Higashikomagata, Sumida-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 130-0005 
TEL +81(03)-3624-2816 / FAX +81(03)-3623-9902 

www.tusa.net 
 

TABATA U.S.A. INC. 
2380 Mira Mar Ave., Long Beach, CA 90815, U.S.A. 

TEL +1(562)-498-3708 / FAX +1(562)-498-1390 
www.tusa.com 

 
T.E.C. [TABATA EUROPE CORPORATION] B.V. 

Den Brielstraat 2 B, 1055 RV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
TEL +31(020)-581-1280 / FAX +31(020)-581-1285 

www.tusa.nl 
 

TABATA AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
4D James Ruse Business Park, 6 Boundry Road, Northmead, N.S.W. 

2152, Australia 
TEL +61(02)-9890-4555 / FAX +61(02)-9890-5222 

www.tabata.com.au 
 

TABATA MFG. [TAIWAN] CO., LTD. 
No.256, Huanqu W. Rd., Dayuan Township, Taoyuan Country 33742, 

Taiwan R.O.C. 
TEL +886 (03)-386-8649 / FAX +886 (03)-386-5103 

  
 

 


